Patients' preferences for communicating a prostate cancer diagnosis and participating in medical decision-making.
To assess patients' preferences about how physicians' deliver news of a prostate cancer diagnosis, and patients' preferred participation in medical decision-making, with a secondary objective being to validate the Measure of Patients' Preferences (MPP) scale with these patients. Eighty-seven men (mean age 62.4 years) referred to an ultrasound/radiology department for their first transrectal ultrasonography (TRUS)-guided biopsy completed the MPP and Control Preferences measures. Patients were asked to identify how they would like to be told about a potential prostate cancer diagnosis by their physician, and what role they would like in making treatment-related decisions with their physicians. Most patients wanted either an active (43%) or collaborative (47%) role in medical decision-making if the TRUS showed prostate cancer. Men rated content items (what and how much information is provided by their physician) as more important than supportive (emotional support during interaction) or facilitative (setting and context variables) items. Men who preferred a collaborative role in the patient-physician interaction wanted significantly (P = 0.04) more content (detailed information on available treatments and the effect of these treatments on their quality of life) than men who had a preference for either an active or passive role in medical decision-making. Demographic characteristics were not indicative of either preferred role in decision-making or communication preferences. The MPP was shown to be reliable. Men have expectations about how physicians disclose a diagnosis of prostate cancer and how they wish to participate in making treatment decisions. These results underline the importance of identifying patient preferences before embarking on treatment discussions, as the way 'bad news' is disclosed has previously been identified as a predictor of the outcome of the patient-physician interview.